Resource Type:
Photograph

Physical Description:
Extent: 1 mounted slide transparency
Measurements: 35 mm

Creator:
Campbell, Bob, 1930-2014
Creator role: Photographer

Collection name:
Bob Campbell papers

Series title:
Bob Campbell papers. Audio and visual media. Photographic prints, slide transparencies, and negatives

Genre:
Photographs

Authority: fast

Abstract (biographical):
Bob Campbell is best known for his success in encouraging and filming the first close interactions between a human and mountain gorillas, as part of Dian Fossey's field research at the Karisoke Research Center in Rwanda. This item is from a collection of Bob Campbell's professional photographic work, primarily on the subjects of African wildlife and orchids.

Donor:
Campbell, Heather, 1928-

Funding source:
Center for African Studies, Title VI National Resource Center grant
Variable information

**Title**
Always include material type. Include creator, subjects/things depicted, and place and date of provenance as known and relevant.

Examples:
Photograph of Dian Fossey at Karisoke, 1965
Photograph with view from Kanaba Gati Uganda of Virunga volcanoes

Note: captions and other text on the photograph are *not* the title. Include this information in a note.

**Note:**
Free-form field for any additional information that helps users understand or access a resource.

Examples:
Caption reads “Porters use remains of hut for shelter”.
In 1968, Bob Campbell watched over Dian Fossey's research camp at Karisoke during her two-month absence.

**Creation Date:**
Format:
Year: YYYY
Month: Month
Day: DD

**Subjects, Temporal Coverage, and Geographic Area:**
These fields are repeatable. Add extra columns in the spreadsheet as necessary.
Include subjects for animals, people, and other important things/figures depicted.
Select subject terms from the FAST vocabulary: [http://fast.oclc.org/searchfast/](http://fast.oclc.org/searchfast/)

Subject examples:
Gorilla
Koko (Gorilla), 1971-
Fossey, Dian

Scheme: fast

**Temporal Coverage:**
Format: YYYY-YYYY

**Spatial Coverage:**
Enter place where sample collected, if known. Choose from FAST: [http://fast.oclc.org/searchfast/](http://fast.oclc.org/searchfast/)
Box #:
[number]

Folder #:
[number]

Identifier
Format: 01-02-03-04
 Representing Box-Folder-Sheet-Item numbers